Part 2 Quiz (11-12 yr olds) - The Supremacy Clause

Name: ______________________

Assignment #1 – Explain to your parent/guardian your favorite thing you learned about the Constitution
today and have them initial here ________
Assignment #2 – Have your parent/guardian give you the quiz. Give the quiz to your parent/guardian
a) I quizzed my child on the quiz below _______________________________ He/she
got ___/10 correct. I starred the ones missed. (Parent/Guardian signature)
b) I quizzed my parent/guardian on the quiz below ____________________________
(Student signature)
He/she got ___ /10 correct. I circled the ones missed
1) Define the term “Supreme”: The ____________ level of _______ or _____________
2) Define the term “Pursue”: To ___________
3) If a car owner and a mechanic shop owner have a disagreement over the price of the service offered,
who wins?
4) What does this car analogy teach us about the supremacy clause? It is not the mechanic shop (the
_________ _____________ ) nor the car owner (the __________ or the __________) who are in charge
(__________). What is in charge is the contract (the __________________) made between them.
5) The supremacy clause says what 2 things are supreme?
6) a) Are all laws of the United States the supreme law of the land? b) Explain which are and which are
not
7) The laws of the United States are also known as?:
8) How can you know if a federal law is “made in pursuance” of the Constitution?
9) a) If a skinny boy wants to become a buff man what condition must he meet? b) If a federal law
wants to become the supreme law of the land, what condition must it meet?
10) Fill in the blanks of the Supremacy Clause: “This ______________, and the _______ of the ________
__________ which ______ __ _____ in ____________thereof … shall be the ___________ ____ __
___ _________”
1) highest, power, authority 2) follow 3) It is “what” wins that matters. The contract they both agreed to wins 4) federal government; people; states; supreme;
Constitution 5) The Constitution; The Laws of the United States that pursue the Constitution 6) No b) Only those laws that are made in pursuance of the Constitution are
supreme. If a federal law violates or contradicts the Constitution it is not the supreme law of the land 7) federal laws 8) You can point to the specific words in the
Constitution that grant power to make that law. 9) a) He must lift weights b) it must follow or be made in pursuance of the Constitution 10) Constitution, laws, Unite
States, shall be made, pursuance, supreme law of the land.

